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Abstract

It has long been suspected that the U.S. Military and the CIA have created an extensive 
network of underground tunnels.  Whistleblowers have spoken about these tunnels and a 
Bechtel whistleblower of the 1990's stated that the CIA was building an large office building, 
deep beneath the Denver airport.  Now we have more evidence.

The short ebook provides pictures showing where Google Maps identifies “portals” at the 
Denver airport.  Also provided are mapping diagrams showing the portals at Schriever Air 
Force Base.  The term “portal” is a unique word and would never be used to describe a 
security badging center at Denver airport.  Nor would it be used to describe a passenger train,
such as the A-Line at Denver airport.  But in fact, Google maps refers to both of these 
locations as “portals”.  Very odd.  Note that within 24 hours of making the screen captures, the
Google maps were altered.  That certainly indicates the government is hiding something, or 
trying to cover it up – and doing a shoddy job of it.

Introduction

There is a credible evidence that our government has been building a massive underground 
network of tunnels and facilities for decades.  Evidence of access portals and the use of this 
term on maps is apparent.  However, this does not mean that every use of the word, “portal”, 
implies an underground base.



Figure 1.  U.S. Air Force tunneling machine, 1982, Nevada.  The Air Force has been digging 
these tunnels for more than 40 years.  According to some sources, the newer tunneling 
machines can dig underground, through 7 miles in one day.  Dr Bill Deagle, MD has been 
quoted as stating that the underground bases are, at least, ¼ of a mile underground.  The 
author's personal experience concludes that the tunneling program has been extended to 
other cities in the United States.

Let's take a look at the “portal” facilities at Schriever Air Force Base.



Figure 2.  Schriever Air Force Base



Figure 3.  Schriever AFB showing 2 portals – North and West.  Note the the West portal is not 
close to any large buildings.  There are about 2000 parking spots at the West Entry and one 
small building.  We can deduce that the portal is an elevator, that descends deep 
underground.  The North parking area specifically states, that the parking is for the portal.



Figure 4.  Schriever AFB, West Portal.  One small building for 2000 employee parking spots.



Figure 5.  A local search for “portal” near the Denver airport reveals there are two locations.  
But neither of these could be called portals  -  The A-Line train and a badging office.  Note:  
Within 24 hours of capturing these screen shots, the government criminals altered the maps, 
to place additional locations that show in a search for “portal.”  



Figure 6.  The same search performed a few days later on 28 Sept 2019.  The government 
criminals have added locations.  (This is how a shoddy cover-up is performed.)  



Figure 7.   Satellite view.



Figure 8.  DEN Badging office.



Figure 9.   Badging office.



Figure 10.  A-Line commuter train.

There are a total of eight stations along the A Line: 
 Denver International Airport 
 61st and Peña Boulevard 
 40th Avenue and Airport Boulevard 
 Peoria 
 Central Park 
 40th and Colorado Boulevard 
 38th and Blake Street 
 Denver Union Station 

Distance: 23 miles of track from DEN to downtown’s Denver Union Station 

Travel time: 37 minutes from DEN to Denver Union Station 

Frequency: trains run every 15 minutes during peak travel times, and every 30 minutes from 
3 a.m. - 5 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. 



Figure 11.  A-Line commuter train near the Denver airport terminal.  During the day, the A train
leaves every 15 minutes.

Figure 12.  Peterson AFB.  Shows 3 locations.  The north location is probably just a Doctor's 
office  (health portal).



Figure 13.  Peterson AFB.  I've never heard of a flight training “portal.”  That does not make 
sense, unless you are looking for something else...  Why would the word “portal” be assigned 
to flight training?



Figure 14.  The original screen capture using the search term, “portal.”  Note:  Within 24 
hours, the Google maps were altered.  That certainly indicates the government is hiding 
something, or trying to cover it up.  I continue to be baffled by the shear incompetence of the 
CIA, NSA, and OSI.  Whatever it is, they will F*** it up...

Conclusions

This short ebook provides the possible locations for underground access portals for the USAF
and CIA.  The key word, “portals” seems to be able to identify specific locations.  This ebook 
was produced for the benefit of the public, to inform and educate.  The information seems to 
indicate military corruption and waste of public funds are ocurring.

Every instance of the word, “portal” is not an underground elevator.  However, it is a start to 
look for the massive underground network of tunnels that the government has been secretly 
building for decades.

This document is a living document.  The author reserves the right to make corrections and 
changes.
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APPENDIX

I am a proud whistleblower – see my ebooks about the criminal acts of the CIA and FBI. 
Readers are advised that the NSA and/or CIA may be blocking or restricting access to some 
of my ebooks, especially outside the United States. Readers are further advised that digital 
tracking tags may have been placed in my ebooks.  It may be best to download from Apple 
Books, if possible.  Note how slowly the jpg's load into the ebook when viewing, or there may 
be transparent objects placed inside the document (This is the government criminal's latest 
ploy). The content of some ebooks may have been altered – still trying to monitor this.  If you 
have tried to contact me, it is possible that emails and phone calls are being blocked.

Readers are advised to review the website drjudywood.com which provides compelling 
evidence about 9-11. drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam4.html ..... Note Figure 63.
Dr Wood spent many years researching this and filed suit against the US Government, along 
with Dr Morgan Reynolds. Jet fuel does not burn through concrete and steel. The cookie-
cutter holes were made by a high-powered laser that rapidly ages material - and turned the 
concrete and steel into dust in seconds. Note Figure 38(a) here: 
drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam3.html ...Watch the steel beams turn into dust 
while standing vertically. This laser operates at a harmonic of the blinking frequency - which 
causes rapid aging. Readers are also advised to see the movie "Sirius" by Dr Steven Greer, 
M.D. It is available for free on Netflix, where it is the #1 documentary, and to watch the 
youtube videos by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of Defense.  He has 
a book titled, “The Money Mafia.”

Also, find my brief educational videos on youtube (Some have been blocked from the search 

https://www.linkedin.com/redir/redirect?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdrjudywood.com%2Farticles%2FDEW%2FStarWarsBeam3.html&urlhash=2AGG&_t=tracking_anet
https://www.linkedin.com/redir/redirect?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdrjudywood.com%2Farticles%2FDEW%2FStarWarsBeam4.html&urlhash=z3ZV&_t=tracking_anet


engines).

For more than 7 years, this author has been stalked, harassed, and threatened by US 
Government agents from the CIA, FBI, and NSA - because of the content of these ebooks. My
home has been broken into, repeatedly. In May 2014, my girlfriend was drugged and 
kidnapped from LaGuardia airport. She was unconscious more than 4 hours.  This is not a 
joke. My computer, phone, and alarm system have been hacked, including those of my 
friends and family. It is truly sad and pathetic, these agencies have become criminal 
organizations. If something happens to me (disappearance, false criminal charges, sudden 
accident, etc. - my readers can be certain that the FBI and CIA were involved. See my related
ebooks identifying the murders of Gary Webb, Michael Hastings, Phil Schneider, William 
Colby, Dr Eugene Mallove, Stan Meyers, and others.  In my opinion, the CIA, and the Council 
on Foreign Relations (CFR) are behind these criminal acts; David Rockefeller was the CEO 
and Chairman for many years. 

“The CIA and FBI are behind most, if not all terrorism.”   
        - Ted Gunderson, former FBI Chief

For future reference, I would never deliberately do something to harm or hurt myself.  This 
goes against my beliefs and against the teachings of Seth.  This needs to be stated because 
the CIA and FBI have proven many times, they are willing to use “staged suicides” to solve 
their “problems”.  Phil Schneider went public with his information on Secret Military 
Construction projects, after 8 of his co-workers were murdered during staged suicides.  Then 
he was murdered.  His videos are on youtube and other websites.

Figure 15.  ISBN for this ebook.



The government criminals appear to be blocking my publishing of this ebook on smashwords. 
Epub check claims that I have an image in the ebook named, 
'tmp_58bb8fd5cb76c0db1254350db1e68c7a_6QCTds_html_m1aeacc6f.png' and this is 
causing it to fail the Epub check.

Figure 16.  There are 18 images in this ebook, and none of them have this file name.  The fact
that the govt criminals are attempting to block the publishing of this ebook, is additional 
evidence that its information is correct.  Also odd, I went to Epub check online at
validator.idpf.org
The web site is unavailable.  Very strange.
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